Global Has Your Solutions to Justice Information Sharing Questions

Whether you are tackling a justice information sharing business problem, targeting a general area of interest, or looking for a specific Global publication, the Global Information Sharing Toolkit (GIST) has an answer. This tool is designed to give you options for locating the best solutions. From developing a privacy policy to establishing a fusion center to seeking guidance on First Amendment rights or implementing Global Reference Architecture standards, Global is ready to help!

Three Ways to Find the Global Resources You Need

**SEARCH**—View and search the entire Global product family
- Search for products by keyword, phrase, or document title
- Filter by selecting individual or combinations of filters
- View detailed information and related products

**BROWSE**—Navigate a classification hierarchy
- Discover category detail and meaning
- Move back and forth through the classification similarly to using a directory
- Leverage classification relationships to further product analysis
- View detailed information and related products

**GUIDE**—Answer questions to generate a customized package of Global solutions
- Filters through the entire set of Global products to create your individualized toolkit
- Returns a result set of products tailored to specific needs
- Eliminates lengthy trial-and-error searching
- Suggests complementary products
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